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What does the birth of babies whose embryos
had gone through genome editing mean--for
science and for all of us? In November 2018,
the world was shocked to learn that two
babies had been born in China with DNA edited
while they were embryos—as dramatic a
development in genetics as the 1996 cloning
of Dolly the sheep. In this book, Hank
Greely, a leading authority on law and
genetics, tells the fascinating story of this
human experiment and its consequences. Greely
explains what Chinese scientist He Jiankui
did, how he did it, and how the public and
other scientists learned about and reacted to
this unprecedented genetic intervention. The
two babies, nonidentical twin girls, were the
first “CRISPR'd” people ever born (CRISPR,
Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short
Palindromic Repeats, is a powerful geneediting method). Greely not only describes
He's experiment and its public rollout (aided
by a public relations adviser) but also
considers, in a balanced and thoughtful way,
the lessons to be drawn both from these
CRISPR'd babies and, more broadly, from this
kind of human DNA editing—“germline editing”
that can be passed on from one generation to
the next. Greely doesn't mince words,
describing He's experiment as grossly
reckless, irresponsible, immoral, and
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illegal. Although he sees no inherent or
unmanageable barriers to human germline
editing, he also sees very few good uses for
it—other, less risky, technologies can
achieve the same benefits. We should consider
the implications carefully before we proceed.
Despite years of heated social controversy
over the use of human embryos in embryonic
stem cell research, the caravan of stem cell
science continues to proceed at an
unrelenting pace all around the world.
Bioethics and the Future of Stem Cell
Research urges readers to look beyond the
embryo debate to a much wider array of
ethical issues in basic stem cell science and
clinical translational research, including
research involving adult and induced
pluripotent stem cells. Insoo Hyun offers
valuable insights into complex ethical issues
ranging from pre-clinical animal studies to
clinical trials and stem cell tourism, all
presented through a unique blend of
philosophy, literature and the history of
science, as well as with Dr Hyun's extensive
practical experiences in international stem
cell policy formation. This thoughtful book
is an indispensable resource for anyone
interested in the science of stem cells and
the practical and philosophical elements of
research ethics.
Medical Law and Ethics covers the core legal
principles, key cases, and statutes that
govern medical law alongside the key ethical
debates and dilemmas that exist in the field.
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Carefully constructed features highlight
these debates, drawing out the European
angles, religious beliefs, and feminist
perspectives which influence legal
regulations. Other features such as 'a shock
to the system', 'public opinion' and 'reality
check' introduce further socio-legal
discussion and contribute to the lively and
engaging manner in which the subject is
approached. Online resources This book is
accompanied by the following online
resources: - Complete bibliography and list
of further reading - Links to the key cases
mentioned in the book - A video from the
author which introduces the book and sets the
scene for your studies - Links to key sites
with information on medical law and ethics Answer guidance to one question per chapter
Beginning with its first edition and through
subsequent editions, Thinking and Deciding
has established itself as the required text
and important reference work for students and
scholars of human cognition and rationality.
In this fourth edition, first published in
2007, Jonathan Baron retains the
comprehensive attention to the key questions
addressed in the previous editions - how
should we think? What, if anything, keeps us
from thinking that way? How can we improve
our thinking and decision making? - and his
expanded treatment of topics such as risk,
utilitarianism, Baye's theorem, and moral
thinking. With the student in mind, the
fourth edition emphasises the development of
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an understanding of the fundamental concepts
in judgement and decision making. This book
is essential reading for students and
scholars in judgement and decision making and
related fields, including psychology,
economics, law, medicine, and business.
Argues against the conceptions of individual
autonomy which are widely relied on in
bioethics.
Medical Ethics and Law
Medical Law and Ethics
Ethics and the Environment
Professionalism in Medicine
Practical Ethics
Pediatric Bioethics

This volume provides a practical overview of the ethical
issues arising in pediatric practice. The case-based
approach grounds the bioethical concepts in real-life
situations, covering a broad range of important and
controversial topics, including informed consent,
confidentiality, truthfulness and fidelity, ethical issues
relating to perinatology and neonatology, end-of-life
issues, new technologies, and problems of justice and
public health in pediatrics. A dedicated section also
addresses the topics of professionalism, including
boundary issues, conflicts of interests and relationships
with industry, ethical issues arising during training, and
dealing with the impaired or unethical colleague. Each
chapter contains a summary of the key issues covered
and recommendations for approaching similar situations
in other contexts. Clinical Ethics in Pediatrics: A CaseBased Textbook is an essential resource for all
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physicians who care for children, as well as medical
educators, residents and scholars in clinical bioethics.
Through engaging case studies and clear explanations
of the underlying science, this book makes the social
impacts and ethical consequences of recent advances in
biomedicine understandable for general readers. •
Provides clear, easily understandable information for
nonspecialist readers with sufficient detail to enable an
understanding of the science behind the discoveries and
the range of ethical problems they generate • Presents a
dynamic mix of present or near-future case studies
(fictional), scientific explanations, and discussions of
ethics • Addresses topics that are frequently in the
media, such as cloning, organ transplantation, and
genetic modification, and clarifies concepts that people
have heard about but may not fully understand •
Summarizes arguments in favor and against to allow
readers to form their own opinions on important ethical
debates
Ethical issues facing anesthesiologists are more farreaching than those involving virtually any other medical
specialty. In this clinical ethics textbook, authors from
across the USA, Canada and Europe draw on ethical
principles and practical knowledge to provide a realistic
understanding of ethical anesthetic practice. The result is
a compilation of expert opinion and international
perspectives from clinical leaders in anesthesiology.
Building on real-life, case-based problems, each chapter
is clinically focused and addresses both practical and
theoretical issues. Topics include general operating room
care, pediatric and obstetrical patient care, the intensive
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care unit, pain practice, research and publication, as well
as discussions of lethal injection, disclosure of errors,
expert witness testimony, triage in disaster and conflicts
of interest with industry. An important reference tool for
any anesthesiologist, whether clinical or researchoriented, this book is especially valuable for physicians
involved in teaching residents and students about the
ethical aspects of anesthesia practice.
David Rothman gives us a brilliant, finely etched study of
medical practice today. Beginning in the mid-1960s, the
practice of medicine in the United States underwent a
most remarkable--and thoroughly
controversial--transformation. The discretion that the
profession once enjoyed has been increasingly
circumscribed, and now an almost bewildering number of
parties and procedures participate in medical decision
making. Well into the post-World War II period, decisions
at the bedside were the almost exclusive concern of the
individual physician, even when they raised fundamental
ethical and social issues. It was mainly doctors who
wrote and read about the morality of withholding a
course of antibiotics and letting pneumonia serve as the
old man's best friend, of considering a newborn with
grave birth defects a "stillbirth" thus sparing the parents
the agony of choice and the burden of care, of
experimenting on the institutionalized the retarded to
learn more about hepatitis, or of giving one patient and
not another access to the iron lung when the machine
was in short supply. Moreover, it was usually the
individual physician who decided these matters without
formal discussions with patients, their families, or even
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with colleagues, and certainly without drawing the
attention of journalists, judges, or professional
philosophers. The impact of the invasion of outsiders into
medical decision-making, most generally framed, was to
make the invisible visible. Outsiders to medicine--that is,
lawyers, judges, legislators, and academics--have
penetrated its every nook and cranny, in the process
giving medicine exceptional prominence on the public
agenda and making it the subject of popular discourse.
The glare of the spotlight transformed medical decision
making, shaping not merely the external conditions
under which medicine would be practiced (something
that the state, through the regulation of licensure, had
always done), but the very substance of medical pract
This edition of a widely praised case-based introduction
to bioethics includes an interactive CD-ROM, for
reference and group teaching.
Medical Humanities
Ethics and Health Care
Cases that Haunt Us
The Science and Ethics of Editing Humans
Rebirthing Bioethics
Strangers at the Bedside

Conveys all the core topics emphasising
the interplay between medical law and
medical ethics in a unique chapter
structure.
This volume offers a theoretical and
practical overview of the ethics of
pediatric medicine. It serves as a
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fundamental handbook and resource for
pediatricians, nurses, residents in
training, graduate students, and
practitioners of ethics and healthcare
policy. Written by a team of leading
experts, Pediatric Bioethics addresses
those difficult ethical questions
concerning the clinical and academic
practice of pediatrics, including an
approach to recognizing boundaries when
confronted with issues such as end of
life care, life-sustaining treatment,
extreme prematurity, pharmacotherapy,
and research. Thorny topics such as
what constitutes best interests,
personhood, or distributive justice and
public health concerns such as
immunization and newborn genetic
screening are also addressed.
This book highlights concepts of
professionalism in medicine such as
ethical issues and both clinical and
non-clinical challenges in patient
care.
When data from all aspects of our lives
can be relevant to our health - from
our habits at the grocery store and our
Google searches to our FitBit data and
our medical records - can we really
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differentiate between big data and
health big data? Will health big data
be used for good, such as to improve
drug safety, or ill, as in insurance
discrimination? Will it disrupt health
care (and the health care system) as we
know it? Will it be possible to protect
our health privacy? What barriers will
there be to collecting and utilizing
health big data? What role should law
play, and what ethical concerns may
arise? This timely, groundbreaking
volume explores these questions and
more from a variety of perspectives,
examining how law promotes or
discourages the use of big data in the
health care sphere, and also what we
can learn from other sectors.
In times of global economic and
political crises, the notion of
solidarity is gaining new currency.
This book argues that a solidaritybased perspective can help us to find
new ways to address pressing problems.
Exemplified by three case studies from
the field of biomedicine: databases for
health and disease research,
personalised healthcare, and organ
donation, it explores how solidarity
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can make a difference in how we frame
problems, and in the policy solutions
that we can offer.
A curriculum for the 21st Century
Big Data, Health Law, and Bioethics
New Philosophical and Scientific
Developments
Medical Ethics in China
The Cambridge World History of Medical
Ethics
Bioethics
The Cambridge Textbook of BioethicsCambridge
University Press
A nuanced discussion of human enhancement that argues
for enhancement that does not significantly exceed what is
currently possible for human beings. The transformative
potential of genetic and cybernetic technologies to
enhance human capabilities is most often either rejected
on moral and prudential grounds or hailed as the future
salvation of humanity. In this book, Nicholas Agar offers
a more nuanced view, making a case for moderate human
enhancement—improvements to attributes and abilities that
do not significantly exceed what is currently possible for
human beings. He argues against radical human
enhancement, or improvements that greatly exceed current
human capabilities. Agar explores notions of
transformative change and motives for human
enhancement; distinguishes between the instrumental and
intrinsic value of enhancements; argues that too much
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enhancement undermines human identity; considers the
possibility of cognitively enhanced scientists; and argues
against radical life extension. Making the case for
moderate enhancement, Agar argues that many objections
to enhancement are better understood as directed at the
degree of enhancement rather than enhancement itself.
Moderate human enhancement meets the requirement of
truly human enhancement. By radically enhancing human
cognitive capabilities, by contrast, we may inadvertently
create beings (“post-persons”) with moral status higher
than that of persons. If we create beings more entitled to
benefits and protections against harms than persons, Agar
writes, this will be bad news for the unenhanced.
Moderate human enhancement offers a more appealing
vision of the future and of our relationship to technology.
Human annihilation has never been so easy. Artificial
intelligence-guided genetic-engineered nanotechnology
and robotics (AI-GNR) are widely recognized as our most
transformative technological revolution ever, yet we do
not even have a common moral language to unite our
pluralistic world to prevent an AI apocalypse should this
revolution explode out of our control. This book is the
first known comprehensive global bioethical analysis of
AI and AI-GNR by defining the Thomistic-Aristotelian
personalist foundation of the rights and duties-based
social contract framework of the United Nations, and then
applying it to AI. As such, it creates a compelling
approach which will appeal to scientists, health
professionals, policy makers, politicians, students, and
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anyone interested in our shared survival around shared
solutions.
Medicine and health care generate many bioethical
problems and dilemmas that are of great academic,
professional and public interest. This comprehensive
resource is designed as a succinct yet authoritative text
and reference for clinicians, bioethicists, and advanced
students seeking a better understanding of ethics problems
in the clinical setting. Each chapter illustrates an ethical
problem that might be encountered in everyday practice;
defines the concepts at issue; examines their implications
from the perspectives of ethics, law and policy; and then
provides a practical resolution. There are 10 key sections
presenting the most vital topics and clinically relevant
areas of modern bioethics. International, interdisciplinary
authorship and cross-cultural orientation ensure suitability
for a worldwide audience. This book will assist all
clinicians in making well-reasoned and defensible
decisions by developing their awareness of ethical
considerations and teaching the analytical skills to deal
with them effectively.
The third edition of The Basics of Bioethics continues to
provide a balanced and systematic ethical framework to
help students analyze a wide range of controversial topics
in medicine, and consider ethical systems from various
religious and secular traditions. The Basics of Bioethics
covers the “Principalist” approach and identifies principles
that are believed to make behavior morally right or wrong.
It showcases alternative ethical approaches to health care
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decision making by presenting Hippocratic ethics as only
one among many alternative ethical approaches to health
care decision-making. The Basics of Bioethics offers case
studies, diagrams, and other learning aids for an accessible
presentation. Plus, it contains an all-encompassing ethics
chart that shows the major questions in ethics and all of
the major answers to these questions.
Thinking and Deciding
Biology, Religion, and Philosophy
Where Science and Ethics Meet: Dilemmas at the
Frontiers of Medicine and Biology
A Transcultural Interpretation
Machine Medical Ethics
Bioethics in Action
For thirty years, Peter Singer's Practical
Ethics has been the classic introduction
to applied ethics. For this third edition,
the author has revised and updated all the
chapters and added a new chapter
addressing climate change, one of the most
important ethical challenges of our
generation. Some of the questions
discussed in this book concern our daily
lives. Is it ethical to buy luxuries when
others do not have enough to eat? Should
we buy meat from intensively reared
animals? Am I doing something wrong if my
carbon footprint is above the global
average? Other questions confront us as
concerned citizens: equality and
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discrimination on the grounds of race or
sex; abortion, the use of embryos for
research and euthanasia; political
violence and terrorism; and the
preservation of our planet's environment.
This book's lucid style and provocative
arguments make it an ideal text for
university courses and for anyone willing
to think about how she or he ought to
live.
Drawing on a wide range of primary
historical and sociological sources and
employing sharp philosophical analysis,
this book investigates medical ethics from
a Chinese-Western comparative perspective.
In doing so, it offers a fascinating
exploration of both cultural differences
and commonalities exhibited by China and
the West in medicine and medical ethics.
The book carefully examines a number of
key bioethical issues in the Chinese sociocultural context including: attitudes
toward foetuses; disclosure of information
by medical professionals; informed
consent; professional medical ethics;
health promotion; feminist bioethics; and
human rights. It not only provides
insights into Chinese perspectives, but
also sheds light on the appropriate
methods for comparative cultural and
ethical studies. Through his pioneering
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study, Jing-Bao Nie has put forward a
theory of "trans-cultural bioethics," an
ethical paradigm which upholds the primacy
of morality whilst resisting cultural
stereotypes, and appreciating the internal
plurality, richness, dynamism and openness
of medical ethics in any culture. Medical
Ethics in China will be of particular
interest to students and academics in the
fields of Medical Law, Bioethics, Medical
Ethics, Cross-Cultural Ethics as well as
Chinese/Asian Studies and Comparative
Cross-Cultural Studies.
This short textbook of ethics and law is
aimed at doctors in training and in
practice. Medical ethics and law are now
firmly embedded in the curricula of
medical schools. The ability to make
clinical decisions on the basis of
critical reasoning is a skill that is
rightly presumed as necessary in today's
doctors. Medical decisions involve not
only scientific understanding but also
ethical values and legal analysis. The
belief that it is ethically right to act
in one way rather than another should be
based on good reasons: it is not enough to
follow what doctors have always done, nor
what experienced doctors now do. The third
edition has been revised and updated to
reflect changes in the core curriculum for
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students, developments in the law as well
as advances in medicine and technology.
The first part of the book covers the
foundations of ethics and law in the
context of medicine. The second part
covers specific core topics that are
essential for health professionals to
understand. The third section of the book
includes new chapters on cutting edge
topics that will be crucial for the
doctors and health professionals of
tomorrow. This new edition includes a new
third section that provides an extension
to the core curriculum focused on four key
emerging topics in medical ethics –
neuroethics, genethics, information ethics
and public health ethics. The chapters on
Consent, Capacity and Mental Health Law
have been extensively revised to reflect
changes in legislation. Chapters on
confidentiality and information ethics
contain new sections relating to
information technology, sharing
information and breaching confidentiality.
Each chapter contains case examples drawn
from personal experience or from the
media. This edition also includes cartoons
to highlight cutting edge and topical
issues. Most chapters include revision
questions and an extension case to
encourage readers who are interested in a
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topic to explore further.
This open access book is a systematic
update of the philosophical and scientific
foundations of the biopsychosocial model
of health, disease and healthcare. First
proposed by George Engel 40 years ago, the
Biopsychosocial Model is much cited in
healthcare settings worldwide, but has
been increasingly criticised for being
vague, lacking in content, and in need of
reworking in the light of recent
developments. The book confronts the rapid
changes to psychological science,
neuroscience, healthcare, and philosophy
that have occurred since the model was
first proposed and addresses key issues
such as the model’s scientific basis,
clinical utility, and philosophical
coherence. The authors conceptualise
biology and the psychosocial as in the
same ontological space, interlinked by
systems of communication-based regulatory
control which constitute a new kind of
causation. These are distinguished from
physical and chemical laws, most clearly
because they can break down, thus
providing the basis for difference between
health and disease. This work offers an
urgent update to the model’s scientific
and philosophical foundations, providing a
new and coherent account of causal
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interactions between the biological, the
psychological and social.
Examines how the framing of disability has
serious implications for legal, medical,
and policy treatments of disability.
CRISPR People
A Case-Based Textbook
Autonomy and Trust in Bioethics
Medical Ethics
Clinical Ethics in Pediatrics
The Biopsychosocial Model of Health and
Disease
One of the founding fathers of bioethics describes
the development of the field and his thinking on
some of the crucial issues of our time. Daniel
Callahan helped invent the field of bioethics more
than forty years ago when he decided to use his
training in philosophy to grapple with ethical
problems in biology and medicine. Disenchanted
with academic philosophy because of its
analytical bent and distance from the concerns of
real life, Callahan found the ethical issues raised
by the rapid medical advances of the
1960s—which included the birth control pill, heart
transplants, and new capacities to keep very sick
people alive—to be philosophical questions with
immediate real-world relevance. In this memoir,
Callahan describes his part in the founding of
bioethics and traces his thinking on critical issues
including embryonic stem cell research, marketdriven health care, and medical rationing. He
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identifies the major challenges facing bioethics
today and ruminates on its future. Callahan writes
about founding the Hastings Center—the first
bioethics research institution—with the author
and psychiatrist Willard Gaylin in 1969, and
recounts the challenges of running a think tank
while keeping up a prolific flow of influential
books and articles. Editor of the famous liberal
Catholic magazine Commonweal in the 1960s,
Callahan describes his now-secular approach to
issues of illness and mortality. He questions the
idea of endless medical “progress” and
interventionist end-of-life care that seems to blur
the boundary between living and dying. It is the
role of bioethics, he argues, to be a loyal
dissenter in the onward march of medical
progress. The most important challenge for
bioethics now is to help rethink the very goals of
medicine.
What is the environment, and how does it figure
in an ethical life? This book is an introduction to
the philosophical issues involved in this important
question, focussing primarily on ethics but also
encompassing questions in aesthetics and
political philosophy. Topics discussed include the
environment as an ethical question, human
morality, meta-ethics, normative ethics, humans
and other animals, the value of nature, and
nature's future. The discussion is accessible and
richly illustrated with examples. The book will be
valuable for students taking courses in
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environmental philosophy, and also for a wider
audience in courses in ethics, practical ethics,
and environmental studies. It will also appeal to
general readers who want a reliable and
sophisticated introduction to the field.
One of the only texts in the field to cover the
history, methodology, and practice of bioethics.
The text is broken into three informative sections:
the first addresses the history or bioethics,
explaining its emergences as discipline and
discourse; the second looks carefully at ethical
reasoning and the justification of moral beliefs;
and the final section asks students to turn a
critical eye to the topic of bioethics, including
ethical issues that arise at the beginning and end
of life.
A comprehensive reference providing an
approach to problems of biomedical ethics in the
clinical setting.
Who should have access to assisted reproductive
technologies? Which one of many seriously ill
patients should be offered the next available
transplant organ? When may a surrogate decision
maker decide to withdraw life-prolonging
measures from an unconscious patient?
Questions like these feature prominently in the
field of health care ethics and in the education of
health care professionals. This book provides a
concise introduction to the major concepts,
principles and issues in health care ethics, using
case studies throughout to illustrate and analyse
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challenging ethical issues in contemporary health
care. Topics range widely, from confidentiality
and truthfulness to end-of-life care and research
on human subjects. Ethics and Health Care will be
a vital resource for students of applied ethics,
bioethics, professional ethics, health law and
medical sociology, as well as students of
medicine, nursing and other health care
professions.
Disability, Health, Law, and Bioethics
The Cambridge Medical Ethics Workbook
Islam and Biomedical Research Ethics
A Life in Bioethics
A Case-Based Guide for Medical Students
Electronic Health Records and Medical Big Data

"An understanding of the ethical implications of their
work is now essential for all scientists. This
accessible textbook clearly explains bioethical
theories and their philosophical foundations to
science students, enabling them to confidently take
partin the key ethical debates of biotechnology. Over
200 activities introduce topics for personal reflection
and discussion points encourage students to think
for themselves and build their own arguments.
Highlighting the potential pitfalls for those new
tobioethics, each chapter features boxes providing
factual information and outlining the philosophical
background. Accompanying online podcasts by the
author (two of whose podcasts on iTunesU have
attracted over 3 million downloads) explain points
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that might be difficult for beginners. Detailed case
studies provide an insight into real-life examples of
bioethical problems. Within-chapter essay questions
and quizzes, along with end-of-chapter review
questions, allow students to check their
understanding andencourage broader thinking about
the topics discussed"-The essays in this book, written by researchers from
both humanities and science, describe various
theoretical and experimental approaches to adding
medical ethics to a machine, what design features
are necessary in order to achieve this, philosophical
and practical questions concerning justice, rights,
decision-making and responsibility in medical
contexts, and accurately modeling essential
physician-machine-patient relationships. In medical
settings, machines are in close proximity with human
beings: with patients who are in vulnerable states of
health, who have disabilities of various kinds, with
the very young or very old and with medical
professionals. Machines in these contexts are
undertaking important medical tasks that require
emotional sensitivity, knowledge of medical codes,
human dignity and privacy. As machine technology
advances, ethical concerns become more urgent:
should medical machines be programmed to follow a
code of medical ethics? What theory or theories
should constrain medical machine conduct? What
design features are required? Should machines
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share responsibility with humans for the ethical
consequences of medical actions? How ought
clinical relationships involving machines to be
modeled? Is a capacity for empathy and emotion
detection necessary? What about consciousness?
This collection is the first book that addresses these
21st-century concerns.
This book provides interdisciplinary analysis of
electronic health record systems and medical big
data, offering a wealth of technical, legal, and policy
insights.
Clinical ethicists encounter the most emotionally
eviscerating medical cases possible. They struggle
to facilitate resolutions founded on good reasoning
embedded in compassionate care. This book fills the
considerable gap between current texts and the
continuing educational needs of those actually facing
complex ethics consultations in hospital settings. 28
richly detailed cases explore the ethical reasoning,
professional issues, and the emotional aspects of
these impossibly difficult consultations. The cases
are grouped together by theme to aid teaching,
discussion and professional growth. The cases
inform any reader who has a keen interest in the
choices made in real-life medical dilemmas as well
as the emotional cost to those who work to improve
the situations. On a more advanced level, this book
should be read by ethics committee members who
participate in ethics consultations, individual ethics
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consultants, clinicians who seek education about
complex clinical ethics cases, and bioethics
students.
This book is a contribution to the nascent discourse
on global health and biomedical research ethics
involving Muslim populations and Islamic contexts. It
presents a rich sociological account about the ways
in which debates and questions involving Islam
within the biomedical research context are
negotiated - a perspective which is currently lacking
within the broader bioethics literature. The book
tackles some key understudied areas including: role
of faith in moral deliberations within biomedical
research ethics, the moral anxiety and frustration
experienced by researchers when having to
negotiate multiple moral sources and how the
marginalisation of women, the prejudice and abuse
faced by groups such as sex workers and those from
the LGBT community are encountered and
negotiated in such contexts. The volume provides a
valuable resource for researchers and scholars in
this area by providing a systematic review of ethical
guidelines and a rich case-based account of the
ethical issues emerging in biomedical research in
contexts where Islam and the religious moral
commitments of Muslims are pertinent. The book will
be essential for those conducting research in low
and middle income countries that have significant
Muslim populations and for those in Muslim-minority
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settings. It will also appeal to researchers and
scholars in religious studies, social sciences,
philosophy, anthropology and theology, as well as
the fields of biomedical ethics, Islamic ethics and
global health..
An Introduction to the History, Methods, and Practice
Clinical Ethics in Anesthesiology
In Search of the Good
Solidarity in Biomedicine and Beyond
Truly Human Enhancement
The Global Bioethics of Artificial Intelligence and
Human Rights
A comprehensive and accessible survey of the
major issues at the biology-religion
interface.
A collection of first-person case studies
that detail serious ethical problems in
medical practice and research.
This textbook uses concepts and methods of
the humanities to enhance understanding of
medicine and health care.
The Cambridge World History of Medical Ethics
provides the first global history of medical
ethics.
The second edition of Medical Ethics deals
accessibly with a broad range of significant
issues in bioethics, and presents the reader
with the latest developments. This new
edition has been greatly revised and updated,
with half of the sections written
specifically for this new volume. An
accessible introduction for beginners,
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offering a combination of important
established essays and new essays
commissioned especially for this volume
Greatly revised - half of the selections are
new to this edition, including two essays on
genetic enhancement and a section on gender,
race and culture Includes new material on
ethical theory as a grounding for
understanding the ethical dimensions of
medicine and healthcare Now includes a short
story on organ allocation, providing a vivid
approach to the issue for readers Provides
students with the tools to write their own
case study essays An original section on
health provides a theoretical context for the
succeeding essays Presents a carefully
selected set of readings designed to
progressively move the reader to competency
in subject comprehension and essay writing
The Basics of Bioethics
Medical Law and Medical Ethics
A History of How Law and Bioethics
Transformed Medical Decision Making
A Philosophical Defense of Limits
Complex Ethics Consultations
The Cambridge Textbook of Bioethics
This open access book addresses a variety of
issues relating to bioethics, in order to
initiate cross-cultural dialogue. Beginning
with the history, it introduces various views
on bioethics, based on specific experiences
from Japan. It describes how Japan has been
confronted with Western bioethics and the
ethical issues new to this modern age, and
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how it has found its foothold as it decides
where it stands on these issues. In the last
chapter, the author proposes discarding the
overarching term ‘Global Bioethics’ in favor
of the new term, ‘Bioethics Across the Globe
(BAG)’, which carries a more universal
connotation. This book serves as an excellent
tool to help readers understand a different
culture and to initiate deep and genuine
global dialogue that incorporates local and
global thinking on bioethics. Bioethics
Across the Globe is a valuable resource for
researchers in the field of bioethics/medical
ethics interested in adopting cross-cultural
approaches, as well as graduate and
undergraduate students of healthcare and
philosophy.
Bioethics Across the Globe
An Introduction
Bioethics and the Future of Stem Cell
Research
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